
BFW English 
A History of AP® Innovation

For fifteen years, Bedford, Freeman & Worth High School Publishers has focused on delivering top quality resources to support AP® teachers and students. 

2012
BFW becomes the first company to have a 

complete e-book for both AP® English courses. 
With nine full-length works and the ability to 
annotate and do close reading directly in the 

text, we start to fully support digital classrooms.

2018
College Board releases first-ever Pre-AP® standards 
and BFW responds with the first (and only) Pre-AP® 
texts, resulting in the first-ever, complete Pre-AP® 

to AP® English program. With the publication of 
Foundations of Language & Literature, BFW has a 

complete grade 9-12 English program.

2019
We’ve got you covered! BFW fully 

updates all AP® text programs to align 
with the new CED frameworks in time 

for the start of class in September. 2020
Your feedback informs a brand new, innovative 

approach to American Literature and nonfiction 
American Literature & Rhetoric plus a brand new, 
fully scaffolded approach to Honors 10 Advanced 

Language & Literature, 2e. 

2005
50 Essays and accompanying 

Teacher’s Manual publish 
creating the first-ever student 
and teacher materials created 
specifically for AP® Language.

2007
The Language of Composition 

publishes and is an instant best-
seller. It’s the first-ever textbook 

written for the AP® Language 
course by AP® teachers.

2010
Literature & Composition publishes 
and makes waves as the first “un-
anthology” with thematic-based 

chapters rather than genre-based 
readings chapters.

2013
BFW includes a test bank, teacher flash 

drive, and annotated teacher’s edition for 
all future publications. This becomes part of 
the standard BFW teacher resource program 

across all disciplines, changing all expectations 
of what AP® publishers do for teachers.
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